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piano Square piano by Broadwood; inscription over keyboard reads - John Broadwood and Sons / Makers to His Majesty and

the Princesses / Great Pulteney Street, Golden Square, London; wooden body with brass edging and floral decoration.
Top can be lifted as a whole or in sections, large crack in top. Smaller front section of top in two halves, left side when lifted
reveals keys, right reveals section of strings; ebony and ivory keys; above is inlayed panel with inscription and carved
decorative panel either side. six fluted legs with brass castors. Legs removed for safer storage; about 1810-1820

piano Square piano by John Broadwood; inscription over keyboard reads - Johannes Broadwood Londini Fecit 1789 Patent /
Great Pulteney Street, Golden Square; serial number 1911; linear decoration, no drawers; 1789

engine Model steam engine in glass case, ½HP horizontal single cylinder D.A. steam engine made by W.A. Arnott, circa 1893,
model of a type used locally prior to the use of electricity, brass and copper band cylinder circa 1830 to 1860

bender Tyre bender used in a blacksmith's shop at Wroxham

sewing machine Treadle operated leather sewing machine made by Wheeler and Wilson, Bridgeport, Connecticut, U.S.A. number 1022374,
wood table, metal base, unusual shape, for cloth but adapted for leather use, lock-stitch, circa 1875

sewing machine Treadle operated sewing machine made by Wheeler and Wilson, Bridgeport, Connecticut, U.S.A. number 37928 type
number 10, lock-stitch, at some time put on a Singer frame, for clothing, fore runner of industrial machine

winding gear Winding gear comprising two cast iron A frames and a winding wheel from a well on the premises of Hope Brothers Ltd,
12 The Walk, Norwich; late 19th century
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timer Time recording device, Blick patent check action time recording device; from a building in Balderston's Court, Norwich,

20th century

machine Bottling machine, wooden stand with treadle and vice for bottling, school desk shape, painted black, metal vice with grooves,
fixed on top, worked by a simple treadle, label of Berry Bros and Co, wine merchants, sticker on one side, metal loop fixed
onto right hand side of stand, struts damaged, feet eaten by pests and stands unevenly, 20th century

lathe Wood turners' lathe, operated by treadle with belt drive from flywheel to turning bit, 3 varying sizes of top spindle enable
turning at three different speeds, base of lathe wood, flywheel of cast iron with wooden rim, cast iron bed for puppets,
machine marked in brass of central column with Holtzapffel, London, manufacturers of the lathe, possibly between1860
and 1880

mirror Toilet mirror in a wooden frame. Mirror frame is lined with faint pattern. Base is veneered and had a single drawer with two
metal teardrop shaped handles. 19th century.

chest Wooden chest of drawers. There are three drawers fronted with maple wood with recessed wooden knob handles. Cabinet
surround is treated with wood stain or varnish in dark brown. Unit sits on four moulded feet. Early 19th century.
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drill Hand powered black metal bench drill. Square base has three holes for it to be fixed to a solid surface. Base has different

size square and rectangle holes. Iron on iron stand, drive from wheel with wooden handle through mitre gearing to drill
shaft, no bits, used at home by donor's father Robert John Godwin in the early 20th century

cycle Bicycle, ladies cycle, made in London by the Dayton Cycle Co Ltd.; frame painted black with oil bath chain, hub brakes,
wicker rear basket and three-speed gears; 1920s

bier Horstead parish bier with maker's brass name plate, Ingate and Sons, Coachbuilders Aylsham, hand-drawn with four
wheels, detachable stretcher and framework for cover over top, late 19th century

lawnmower Atco self-propelled lawnmower by Charles H. Pugh of Birmingham, machine no 5072B, single cylinder 2-stroke petrol
engine by Villiers; engine, cutter bar and rollers mounted on cast iron frame, handles for steering with clutch and throttle
controls, rotary cutter bar and main roller driven through chains, with grass box, early 20th century, bought secondhand in
the early 1920s and used in Taverham, Norfolk

easel Tripod wooden easel, with t shaped back leg, hinged on cross bar of t, back leg longer than front two, fixed horizontal bar
to support board has shelf beneath, 20th century

desk Office desk, wooden, two drawers, brass top rails, sides and legs of desk painted white, item from Norwich Consolidated
Charities, 10 Golden Dog Lane, Norwich, Norfolk; early 20th century
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stool Wooden desk stool, sloping seat, stretcher, having a tie on seat cushion, brocade, red on natural ground, item from Norwich

Consolidated Charities, 10 Golden Dog Lane, Norwich, Norfolk, late 19th century

stool Wooden desk stool, sloping square seat slightly curved with rounded corners, 4 stretchers positioned at two different levels,
an item from Norwich Consolidated Charities, 10 Golden Dog Lane, Norwich, Norfolk, late 19th century

bellows Set of circular double-blast bellows, wood and leather boards, set in an iron frame, leather blast pipe, tue iron missing,
manufacturer's plate, Alldays and Onions Ltd London and Birmingham, early 20th century, used at St. Martins Road,
Norwich, Norfolk
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cupboard Wall cupboard, wooden with side shelves, central cupboard with two wooden doors, lock and key, six shelves inside

cupboard, at each side of cupboard are four small shelves, shelf over central cupboard with central shield motif, 1900 to
1910

table Bedside table, wooden, rectangular, varnished; two open compartments with a shelf in the middle; two hinges attached to
the top; legs taper slightly towards base; back legs are plain and front legs have square feet; ply back panel; 1900 to 1910

post Fence post, cylindrical; one section goes underground. There is a cast iron ball on the top.

saw Pit saw blade. 3 rectangular holes at wide end (possibly where handle was attached?)

saw Pit saw blade. 2 rectangular holes at wide end (possibly where handle was attached?)

saw Pit saw blade. 1 rectangular hole at wide end (possibly where handle was attached?)

saw Pit saw blade. 3 rectangular holes at wide end (possibly where handle was attached?)

saw Pit saw blade. Wooden handle attached to metal fixing. One half of the wooden handle is missing.
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saw Pit saw blade. 3 rectangular holes at wide end (possibly where handle was attached?)

saw Pit saw blade. 3 rectangular holes at wide end (possibly where handle was attached?)

saw Pit saw blade. 3 rectangular holes at wide end (possibly where handle was attached?)

saw Pit saw blade. 2 rectangular holes at wide end (possibly where handle was attached?)

door Door from a carriage / train / van, slightly curved. Metal exterior painted black with two metal hinges. Single, small glass
window at top with slightly rounded corners. Interior panel is wood painted a red/brown colour. Interior also has part of the
metal locking system and a canvas strap. A second object was found with this door, small metal rectangle with four screw
holes and two rubber stoppers. We are unsure if this item is part of the door but it is aging at a similar rate, could possibly
be the locking mechanism.

door Door from a carriage / train / van, slightly curved. Metal exterior painted black with two metal hinges. Single, small glass
window at top with slightly rounded corners. Interior panel is wood painted a red/brown colour. Interior also has part of the
metal locking system and a canvas strap.

bucket Bucket, two parts; large metal bucket with large heavy handle attatched to each side. studded with metal rivets. Second
piece looks like an attachment to floor?
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ladder Wooden shop ladder with 11 flat rungs. It tapers inwards towards the top. There is a metal edging on the side.

ladder Wooden shop ladder, two vertical poles 13 rungs, wooden rest at top. Tapers slightly inwards at top. Rungs are cylindrical.

easel Wooden easel, A-Frame design hinged at the top. T-shaped section with holes in centre and metal chain with wooden
stoper on end, used to secure and contol shape/movement of easel.

chair Chair, wood; back is slightly arched with four horizontal slats; plain flat seat; plain stretchers; front legs have rounded feet;
about 1890 - 1900

timber joint Wooden timber joint, possibly inserted at the level of the wall plate and principal rafter'double tenoned, pegged and with a
deep slot cut out at one end
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rug Rug, rectangular in red, blue, green and yellow; three star designs in centre; two surrounding borders, inner with blue

background outer with red background; fabric edge on top and bottom; long edges unfinished, appear to have been cut;
tape on one side; hessian backing

rug Rug, rectangular, brown wool fleece, dark brown hessian backing; possibly felted goat / sheep / llama hide
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